MTTFsite: Cross-cell-type TF Binding Site Prediction by using Multi-task Learning.
The prediction of transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) is crucial for gene expression analysis. Supervised learning approaches for TFBS predictions require large amounts of labeled data. However, many TFs of certain cell-types either do not have sufficient labeled data or do not have any labeled data. In this paper, a multi-task learning framework (called MTTFsite) is proposed to address the lack of labeled data problem by leveraging on labeled data available in cross-cell-types. The proposed MTTFsite contains a shared CNN to learn common features for all cell-types and a private CNN for each cell-type to learn private features. The common features are aimed to help predicting TFBSs for all cell-types especially those cell-types that lack labeled data. MTTFsite is evaluated on 241 cell-type TF pairs and compared to a baseline method without using any multi-task learning model and a fully-shared multi-task model which uses only a shared CNN and do not use private CNNs. For cell-types with insufficient labeled data, results show that MTTFsite performs better than the baseline method and the fully-shared model on more than 89% pairs. For cell-types without any labeled data, MTTFsite outperforms the baseline method and the fully-shared model by more than 80% and 93% pairs, respectively. A novel gene expression prediction method (called TFChrome) using both MTTFsite and histone modification features is also presented. Results show that TFBSs predicted by MTTFsite alone can achieve good performance. When MTTFsite is combined with histone modification features, a significant 5.7% performance improvement is obtained. The resource and executable code are freely available at http://hlt.hitsz.edu.cn/MTTFsite/ and http://www.hitsz-hlt.com:8080/MTTFsite/. Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.